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Make card hoop to fit forefinger and tie thread

Make several 'V' notches in the straw

Cut a rocket shape from cardsheet
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Stick the straw to the rocket shaped cardsheet.

Tie one of thread to hoop and the other to the end of the straw

Stick tape to make the end round.

Push your forefinger in the round end and card hoop

Bend forefinger to see the straw bend like a question mark
On bending finger, straw bends like an elephant's trunk.
On straightening finger straw becomes straight again.
1. **Cut Four Fat Straws.**

2. **Thread.**
   - Tape through the straw.
   - Weave thin thread through the straw.

3. **Tape.**
   - Tape one end of the straw.
   - Tape the other end.

4. **Tape.**
   - Tape the straw.
   - Weave thin thread through the straw.

5. **Finger.**
   - Attach a card hand.

6. **Finger Circle.**
   - Release a loop with the other hand.
   - Pull the other hand in a fat, shaped, V-notch.

7. **Hold the Straw with**
   - To straighten the straw.

8. **Attach a Card Hand.**
   - To your friends.
   - Wave a good-bye.
   - So that you can wave a good-bye.